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PROGRAM
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
Suite in E minor, BWV 996
 I Praeludio
 II Allemande
 III Courante
 IV Sarabande
 V Bourrée
 VI Gigue                                                           

Benjamin Britten (1913-1976) 
Suite for Harp, Op.83
 I Overture
 II Toccata
 III Nocturne
 IV Fugue
 V Hymn (St Denio)

M
Luciano Berio (1925-2003)
Sequenza II

Carlos Salzedo (1885-1961)
Ballade Op.28

Turkey Strut: Concert Fantasy on ‘Turkey in the 
Straw’

Jolly Piper: Concert Fantasy on the Theme from 
‘The Sailor’s Hornpipe’ 

ABOUT THE MUSIC

J.S. Bach Suite in E minor BWV 996
Although commonly ascribed as a ‘Lute’ Suite, it is likely this work was actually written for lute-harpischord, a 
gut strung keyboard instrument. Bach owned two of these instruments. The use of E minor contributes to the 
mellow characteristic of the suite. This has been described by contemporaries as a key of naïve and womanly 
declarations of love, a lament without grumbling or of mournfulness, or of restlessness. The combination of the 
mainly two-voice but keyboard style of the writing, and the harp’s predominantly gut-stringing, makes the suite 
particularly suited to the instrument. The transposition to E-flat facilitates chromatic passages and brings it closer 
to the original lower pitch of the time. The Ouverture (Prelude) is in French style, and the dance movements follow 
the usual pattern: Allemande, Courante, Sarabande, Bourree, Gigue.

Benjamin Britten Suite for Harp Op.83 
Britten’s Suite for Harp was written at the request of the renowned Welsh harpist Osian Ellis. It is like a tableaux of 
contrasting scenes rather than the traditional suite of dance forms. Ellis explains that the energetic and ‘majestic’ 
chords opening the Overture represent the Mayor opening the town fair; later we hear the town band arriving from 
the distance. The ‘fast and gay’ Toccata exhibits a grotesque sense of humour. In the Nocturne we hear the painfully 
beautiful singing of a nightingale, with the resonant low ground in repetitions of 4 beats and the melody above in 
6/8. As a direct contrast the ‘lively’ Fugue in 3 voices is light and scherzo-like. In homage to Ellis’ Welsh heritage 
Britten chose the first phrase of the Hymn ‘St Denio’ (‘Immortal, Invisible, God only Wise’) which according to Ellis 
was originally a tune for harp; Britten muses on this theme towards an ecstatic outburst at the end. 

Luciano Berio Sequenza II 
The harp was one of Berio’s favourite instruments, and this fascination was aroused through reading the treatises 
on modern harp techniques by Carlos Salzedo - ‘Modern Study of the Harp’ and ‘Method for the Harp’ -  and by 
working with French harpist Francis Pierre, to whom the Sequenza II is dedicated. It is the first solo work for harp to 
take Salzedo’s innovations and stretch the virtuosic expression of these techniques to the utmost limit. Practically 
every note has a different sound colour or dynamic: using effects of fingernails, stopping of the strings whilst 
playing at the board or in the centre of the strings, harmonics, ‘Bartók pizzicato’ where the finger slides rapidly 
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to the sounding board after playing, and repeated passages whilst moving specific pedals to create ambiguous 
harmonic and buzzing effects. The notation is proportional, with each bar given a specific metronome marking but 
the division of notes within the bar being played according to their spacing, allowing for the concept of the flow of 
musical expression in time not being tied to absolute fractional metric notation. For the performer, this creates the 
sensation of having the finer nuances of breathing and rubato notated by the composer: a way to become one with 
the composer’s most subtle expression. The flow within the structure is organic rather than mechanical. 

Carlos Salzedo Ballade Op.28 / Turkey Strut / Jolly Piper 
Carlos Salzedo was a musician of all-round creative genius and great innovator - a virtuoso harpist and pianist, 
renowned composer, teacher and conductor, and a dynamic force in promoting the contemporary music of his 
day. Salzedo’s important early compositions, including the Ballade, began appearing in 1910 when he was 25. In 
form and expressive content, the music is in the spirit of the romantic ballades of Chopin and Liszt; in terms of 
writing for the harp it is a composition of extraordinary brilliance and difficulty and could be considered a bridge 
between the older harp style and the modern idiom. After a “middle period” of innovation, which stretched the 
boundaries for the harp in terms of a contemporary musical expression, followed a period when Salzedo adapted 
a number of popular songs and melodies for the harp. The Concert Fantasies, including the two played here today, 
demand highly virtuosic abilities from the performer, with no reliance on cosmetic prettiness despite the light-
hearted themes.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST
Alice Giles is celebrated as one of the world’s leading harpists. First Prize winner of the Eighth Israel International 
Harp Contest, she has performed extensively as soloist worldwide. Regarded by Luciano Berio as the foremost 
interpreter of his Sequenza II, solo recitals include London’s Wigmore Hall, New York’s 92nd Street ‘Y’ and Merkin 
Hall and Frankfurt Alte Oper. She is a frequent guest at international music festivals and as soloist with orchestra, 
with annual tours and master classes in Europe, North America and Asia. 

As recipient of an Australian Antarctic Arts Fellowship she performed at Mawson Station in 2011 to commemorate 
the Centenary of the First Australasian Antarctic Expedition. She is Director of the Seven Harp Ensemble (SHE), 
was Chair and Artistic Director of the Sydney 2014 World Harp Congress, and is founding and Artistic Director of 
the non-profit company Harp Centre Australia. 

Her numerous recordings and touring information can be found at alicegiles.com

ABOUT SALON: SOLO
Salon: Solo celebrates the best local and international soloists, all year long. This is your opportunity to hear a 
diverse range of repertoire by some of the world’s best musicians in the intimacy of the Salon. The Centre’s Salon 
is inspired by Australian composer Percy Grainger who believed ‘a melody is as free to roam through tonal space 
as a painter is free to draw and paint free lines’. To share this musical notion, Grainger’s 1937 graphic score, Free 
Music No.2 is inscribed across the Salon’s diffusing timber panel walls, inspiring musicians and audiences alike.

A note on environmental friendliness:
In an effort to commit to greener performances, programs are printed to share one between two people. If you 
would like to download additional copies of these program notes, please visit melbournerecital.com.au/programs
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